
Elipson's return to the foreground of acoustics is confirmed with the imminent arrival of the 
new Legacy series of speakers indemonstration at the next High Fidelity show. The model 
tested 3230 crowns the strong range of three models. The aficionados will probably have 
noticed the high-pitched medium ball, symbolemblematic of the brand….

It was in a difficult market context that in 1938 the Multimoteur company was created by 
Henry Bazin and Maurice Latour, who manufactured electric motors for toys. The two men 
decided to focus on acoustic research to build speakers. It is to them that we owe the 
famous BS50 Chambord, a supertripod ball with a diffuser. The arrival in 1948 of Joseph 
Léon as Managing Director of Multimoteur boosted the company, which made a more 
radical commitment to speaker manufacturing and became Elipson in 1951. We know 
what happened next, the staff speakers, the partnership with the ORTF with ''the 
Religieuse'' in 1962, the sound system of the Grenoble Olympic Games in 1968 with the 
4050 and, since 1960, speakers for private use. History is on the move.

THE LEGACY
In 2008, Philippe Carré and Eric James took over Elipson's reins. They want to reconnect 
with the 1st avant-garde design and sound perfection that have made the brand's success. 
Among the key models, the 4260 revisits the 4050 concept and the Planet L and M recall 
the 502 spherical speakers. The Legacy range continues this quest in the form of three 
speakers, the compact 3210 and the 3220 two-way column, and the 3230 three-way 
column.

Composed of a bass body on a high-pitched midrange sphere, the 3230 could not have 
paid more tribute to the brand. The range has been developed from A to Z from completely 
new components: cabinetry, loudspeakers and filters. The box tuned in bass-reflex around 
26 Hz and stiffened by internal reinforcements is made of 25 and 30 mm medium with 
reconstituted wood veneer. The walls are curved to a very large radius and all edges are 
rounded. Two types of damping materials treat the internal volume. A base mounted on 
points frees up a space under the enclosure where the large diameter profiled vent opens. 
Two 21 cm boomers with cellulose pulp diaphragms reinforced by a concave aluminium 
and magnesium dome work together up to 400 Hz, they are mechanically compressed by 
rods at the back. The 15 cm ceramic medium with neodymium magnet acts on three solid 
octaves between 400 and 3200 Hz, then a wide AMT ribbon tweeter takes over. These 
two speakers are installed in a 15 mm thick silica resin sphere, a direct legacy of the 4050. 
While the boomers and midrange were designed to Elipson specifications, the tweeter 
placed at the front of a partitioned ridge is a well-known model and used by other major 
names in consumer acoustics. The filter has been the subject of a very thorough study, the 
electric slopes are of the second order, with a resulting electric and acoustic high-pass 
slope of 24 dB/octave for the tweeter whose directivity is almost zero at 30°! The OFC 
wiring places four conductors on each polarity and ends with a superb double terminal 
block with wired straps.

LISTENING :
Timbers: The techniques used to produce bass and medium as well as for the 
manufacture of the cabinetwork that the designer had informed us about, suggested that 
the Legacy 3230 should be a faithful reproducer. This is indeed the case. The velvety and 
rigorous restitution validate the selected technological choices. The accuracy of the 
timbres is quite excellent from low to high register. No feeling of fragmentation or 
pneumatic effect of the boomers taints a generous exploration of the underframes even at 
high levels (kick of a very punchy bass drum on "Happiness is Easy" byTalkTalk). The long 
travel possibilities of the ultra-stiff "metallized" paper membranes allow this result. In 
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addition, it will be wise and recommended to connect the Elipsons to an amplifier with real 
current potential and a high damping factor to ensure absolute control of the cones that 
are just waiting to be expressed. The fusion between the three transducers is carried out 
without any burr. The very satisfactory articulation of the bass prevents any possible 
breakage of the timbres when switching from one to the other with the medium. And since 
the treble only occurs beyond the three essential octaves reproduced by the said medium, 
he says the right touches of fluidity and of excavations necessary for realism harmonic of 
each chord.

DYNAMICS :
The microdetails appear with an impression of high coherence of harmonic distribution, 
precision of spatial placement, well modulated level deviations. At low volume, the Legacy 
3230s demonstrate a very correct level of analysis and definition while preserving material, 
as if you were placed in the last rows of a concert hall. Everything sounds credible, the 
readability does not wane, but when the level is raised, the speaker responds to all the 
demands of the score, including the transients, with which it seems to lack a hint of pep, 
an ounce of immediacy. Make no mistake about it, the phenomenon only points to the 
approach of really high listening volumes and therefore not recommended in apartments. 
The margin of manoeuvre is therefore very wide. The drum brass attacks on "Animal" by 
Francis Cabrel are present with harmonic contours of well executed notes, one has the 
impression that the instruments are a few steps ahead of us. It is in this exercise that the 
Legacy 3230 really reveal their verification potential table.

SOUND SCENE:
The French columns deliver a message with realistic accents, an aerated spatial 
perspective and an extremely low directivity. It was reasonable to imagine that the 
transducers developed by Elipson would pro-propose an impressionist painting, like their 
famous elders. The sound scene is well proportioned, with no virtual limits in the three 
geometric planes, and is quite in the same vein as many of the much more ambitious 
competing speakers. The interpretation acquires generosity and substance thanks to a 
subtle support of the bass, the listener naturally feels very involved in the listening. The 
location of sound sources and the layering of plans are impeccable. Listening to the tracks 
of "Sarbacane" by Francis Cabrel, the studio atmosphere and the musicians' placement 
appear precise, holographic and different on each track. In this respect, the Legacy 3230s 
are extremely revealing of the work of the sound engineer. You will undoubtedly have 
understood that with these new Elipson speakers we have sincere musical messengers 
with a very high level of neutrality and transparency. One thing is certain, these speakers 
are capable of reproducing any musical style, delicate or thundering, at any sound level. 
They have no more difficulty restoring a symphony or rap track to concert level than an 
acoustic duo in intimate listening. Without aggressiveness, all in a gentle and rigorous way, 
from low to high, with a virtual scene of great credibility, the orchestra, the performer 
begins his score, there, in front of us.

QUALITY/PRICE RATIO:
The Legacy range in general is an entirely new concept but based on the brand's original 
achievements. Concerning the three-way 3230, the work thus consisted in taking up the 
technical and aesthetic fundamentals of Elipson, in particular the medium-high range on 
which the Planet model is already based, through current technologies. The result 
obtained, which would undoubtedly have been approved by Joseph Léon, creator of 
Elipson, could have been sanctioned with a five-digit public prize… The surprise is 
therefore very good especially since the finish as well as the expression faculties are high 
level.
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VERDICT
The Elipson Legacy 3230 are excellent speakers that will leave no one indifferent. Their 
design and manufacture are remarkable, nothing has been imagined or used by pure 
chance. The four perfectly tuned loudspeakers deliver a powerful and soft message at the 
same time, work that they do in a perfectly crafted cabinet and through a filter carefully 
crafted from duly selected passive components. The specifications "summing up" to 
imagine and create musical reproduction instruments as alive as their elders was a bold 
challenge. The end justified the means implemented by Elipson with musical and aesthetic 
results at the height of the ambitions. A successful bet!

TIMBERS : 7/8
DYNAMICS : 6/8
SOUND SCENE : 7/8
QUALITY/PRICE : 8/8
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